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Abstract. In the paper an impact of vegetation accumulation on flood wave
transition is presented. The research was conducted with use of the MIKE
FLOOD model which combines elements of 1D and 2D numerical models.
The study area included a 5.5 km long section of the Bystrzyca River near
Wroclaw, Poland. A hydraulic model was constructed, on which the
simulation of water transition with the probability of occurrence p = 1% and
p = 0.2% was conducted. The simulation was carried out for current bank
vegetation conditions determined on the basis of precise LIDAR data and
for conditions with no vegetation. In this way, the direct impact of vegetation
on flood wave transition was obtained. Acquired results, a decrease in
maximum water levels and a reduction of flooded area, show that the
hydraulic influence of vegetation on high water bed should not be
underestimated.

1 Introduction
The outbreak of water from river bed is a natural process which accompanied humanity for
ages. It were the river valleys where first human settlements arose which could develop
agriculture thanks to the river flooding providing fertile sediments. Aside from beneficial
effect, floods were also causing damage and death of many people. Nowadays floods are
considered hazardous phenomena and humanity, at all costs, is trying to prevent them with
use of active and passive measures of flood protection. It is well known that in recent years
the number of floods and loss associated with them is growing [1, 2], which is caused by
changes in land use patterns, climate, and also changes in land management in river valleys
[3, 4]. Among important issues connected with river management, the understanding of flood
events and predicting flood-prone areas and potential damage have become especially
compelling [2].
Flood prediction with use of numerical simulations is a crucial element of flood protection
management. With use of such predictions, recommendations can be proposed concerning
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adequate means of prevention on appointed flood-prone areas [5, 6]. A basic set of input data
for hydrodynamic models includes geometry, information on roughness and boundary
conditions (e.g. flows and water level) [7].
For flood flows the roughness of flood-prone valley has a significant impact. Banks of
the main channel and floodplain have their slopes covered with vegetation, which can take
the form of diverse grasses, perennials, reeds, sedges, shrubs and trees [8]. Proper
hydrodynamic-numerical modelling should have roughness parameterized by a friction
coefficient that is an empirical value [7], such as Manning’s n [9] or Chezy’s C [10].
Manning’s n values have been featured in a great deal of literature [9, 11, 12] and, although
they present a good reference, caution is necessary while picking up the values as they are
quite general [13]. Little effort has been made, despite of the above findings, to update
Manning’s n as the parameter is continuously changed and calibrated [14]. Nevertheless, the
roughness value loses its relevance during this process and it is valuable engineering to have
Manning’s n more precisely estimated at the first time to reduce calibration and provide
improved definition [13].
The difficulties in the description of vegetal zones roughness result largely from its
variability in time and space. The spatial variability results from the distribution of plants in
clusters and then clusters in floodplain, variable density and shape of vegetation, but also
diversity of species, where different kinds of vegetation have distinctive hydromorphologic
features that impact the flow resistance. When it comes to time, the variability in roughness
results, on the one hand, from seasonal diversification mainly in vegetation phases, foliation
and humidity of plants, which can translate on each flexibility of plants and other ways of
buckling during the transition of flood wave, and, on the other hand, from diversity during
the flood stage, where at diverse depth of water, and in an indirect manner by flow intensity,
various plants “act” differently, resulting in totally different resistance. For that reason,
despite numerous experimental research, to this day there were no efficient methods
constructed concerning automatic development of roughness coefficient for use in large
hydrodynamic models which simulate flow in the case of big rivers.
The data sources for the spatial distribution of roughness coefficient could be the
CORINE LAND COVER database, BDOT base, ortophotos, digital elevation models
(DEM), ALS data and satellite data. Current trends suggest that roughness data should
be acquired with use of various mixed remote-sensing data. It can lead to the occurrence of
an efficient way for the estimation of vegetal roughness for the purpose of hydraulic practice,
because it is more feasible than the execution of complex field research or laboratory
experiments [2, 10, 13, 15-18].
The issue of vegetal damming evaluation was discussed by, among others, Tyminski [19]
with use of analytic methods of Rickert and Manning. He proved, on the 291.300 crosssections of the Odra River near Slup, that during the 1997 water rising the vegetation impact
caused an increase of water level of approximately half a meter. This research became
an inspiration for this paper.

2 Study area
The research was conducted for the outlet area of the Bystrzyca River from 5.127 to 10.650
kilometres. The modelled section of the Bystrzyca River is located in the range of
geographical location 16˚51ˈ40 ̎ and 16˚53ˈ40 ̎ East longitude, and 51˚7ˈ30 ̎ and 52˚0ˈ00 ̎
North latitude. The Bystrzyca River is a left-bank tributary of the Odra River. Its length is
about 101.5 km, and the catchment area equals ca. 1768 km2. The location of the surveyed
segment of the river is presented in Fig. 1. During the analysis the final segment of the
Bystrzyca River was selected, but its distance from the estuary was purposely estimated in
order to avoid an impact on its floodplain caused by the backwater from the Odra River. The
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floodplain consists of varied composition of trees, bushes and surfaces of low vegetation
(grasslands, wastelands). In the potential flood zone there are also buildings located. In terms
of the terrain layout the river valley with a mean width from 150 to 600 metres is a drop of
terrain (height from 112–114 m a.s.l. Kronstadt), in which the outcome of high waters is
possible.

Fig. 1. Area of study – modelled section of the Bystrzyca River against DEM (right), and in reference
to Poland (top left) and the Bystrzyca basin (bottom left).

3 Methods
3.1 Hydraulic assumptions
At the reach scale, flow resistance is defined in all classical flow formulas in open channels
using different coefficients (C, n, λ). In Table 1 we showed Equations 1–3. Standard hydraulic
texts or formulas are not described but briefly cited as appropriate, since there are excellent
review papers available [e.g. 20, 21].
Table 1. Classical flow formulas in open channel (where: v – mean flow velocity [ms-1],
C, n, λ – resistance coefficients (respectively Chezy’s, Manning’s and Darcy–Weisbach’s),
Rh – hydraulic radius [m], I – bottom or energy slope for uniform and non-uniform flows,
respectively [-], g – gravitational acceleration [ms-2]).

Authors
Chezy formula
Darcy–Weisbach formula
Manning formula

Formulas
v = C·(Rh · I) (1/2)
v = λ (-1/2)·(8 · g · Rh · I) (1/2)
v = n (-1) · Rh (2/3) · I (1/2)
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All resistance coefficients are related according to the formula in Equation 4 [22]:
8g

1

λ

n

C=√ = Rh (1/6)

(4)

These coefficients include all resistance in the trough, but most researchers have stated
that the role of vegetation in channel is crucial [23, 24]. In engineering practice, in order to
meet the requirements of hydraulic modeling, tables containing the resistance coefficients for
channel and river valley covering are used [9, 11]. Most frequently Manning’s n coefficient
is used in MIKE models. Therefore in this paper it was adapted to specify the roughness as
well.
3.2 Hydrodynamic model
Hydrodynamic simulation was performed in MIKE FLOOD software, which connects the
features of 1D and 2D models. The 1D model is prepared within the component of the MIKE
11 model. It encompasses the area of main river bed described with use of transverse crosssections deployed in specified distances. The floodplain on the banks is modelled with use
of the 2D model (MIKE 21 component) where the whole area is described with GRID net, in
which the area bathymetry is spatially distributed and the roughness is represented by
Manning’s coefficient. The MIKE 11 and MIKE 21 models were then coupled using lateral
links to form the MIKE FLOOD model. The MIKE software is on the hydraulic level based
on principles of conservation of momentum and energy which are described by the SaintVenant equations [25, 26, 27].
The simulation was conducted in transient conditions for terms of dynamic wave.
In analyses the models created during the ISOK project (IT System for Protection of the
Country in Poland) were used, acquired from the Regional Water Management Authority in
Wroclaw. Variables used in the models included only roughness parameters in floodplains.
There were no boundary conditions verified for models nor were they for existing
hydrotechnical objects. Thus, the acquired differences between variants A and B (described
in following section) result solely from the vegetation impact.
3.3 Roughness data
The vegetation classification was conducted with use of ALS LIDAR data. For the purpose
of model performance LIDAR data was obtained from CODGiK (Central Center for Geodetic
and Cartographic Documentation). The mere classification of points cloud was outside the
scope of this paper. The topic is discussed in numerous publications [2, 14, 18].
The LIDAR data were prepared in the scope of the ISOK project in 2012. They are
executed in accordance with 1.2 standard published in 2008 by ASPRS (American Society
for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) [28]. In the area of study, considering it is an urban
terrain, the mean point density equals 12 pts./m2, and the mean error of height fits within
a range of 0.2 m. The accuracy of points classification is not less than 95%.
In the paper two computational variants were assumed for which simulations were
processed. The first variant (A) encompassed an actual state, in which conditions of land use
were taken into account with respect to LIDAR data. In the second variant (B) all of medium
and high vegetal zones (bushes and trees) had roughness attributes of low grassland assigned.
In order to assign the Manning coefficient n to the classes of land use obtained from the cloud
of points, the method of Bakula was adopted [29]. Coefficients taken for particular land use
classes for A and B variants are presented in Table 2.
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The particular processing connected with the analysis of LIDAR data (import, merge,
reclassify LAS and export to grid) were performed in SAGA (The System for Automated
Geoscientific Analyses) software, which is an open source geographic information system
(GIS) application, mainly licensed under the GNU General Public License [30]. Maps were
created in ArcGIS for Desktop v.10.2 software [31].
Table 2. Cloud of points classification according to ASPRS with adopted values of Manning’s
coefficient for variants A and B.

0
2
3
4
5
6
7
9

Class
Unclassified
Ground
Low Vegetation
Medium Vegetation
High Vegetation
Building
Low Point (noise)
Water

Manning’s n variant A
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.10
0.14
1.00
0.05
0.001

Manning’s n variant B
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.07
1.00
0.05
0.001

The result of each model is presented as a flood-prone zone. The aim is to compare the
flood zones between the variant A with vegetation and the variant B with no high vegetal
cover. In order to achieve this, the characteristics of flood zones are combined in respect of
intensity, which includes area and flood depth. The abovementioned comparison was
performed separately for two flow rates.

4 Results and discussion
Spatial parameters (bathymetry and resistance) were embedded in the model as a net with the
resolution of 4 m x 4 m. According to that, the data acquired from LIDAR had to be fed into
the aggregation function (resampling function in SAGA) in order to meet the resolution
expected by the model. In Fig. 2 the roughness data incorporated into the model are presented
for variants A and B.
On the previously defined model the simulation was performed for water with the
probability of occurrence p = 1% (100-year water) and for water with the probability of
occurrence p = 0.2% (500-year water). In Table 3 general hydraulic conditions acquired in
models are defined. Fig. 3 shows maximal flood zones in the case of occurrence of 100-year
water for both variants. Similar results are presented in Fig. 4 for 500-year water.
In the case of greater flows (500-year water) flood zones are bigger, which is an obvious
observation. For most of flows the greater impact of vegetation can be noticed, namely for
both variants A and B the differences are bigger for 500-year water than for 100-year water.
The difference between maximal flood areas for both variants in the case of 100-year water
equalled 816 m2, while for 500-year water it was 1072 m2. For 100-year water, the mean
flood depth is in variant B 2.4 cm lower than in A, and for 500-year water that difference
equals 4.8 cm. In the case of maximal values of flood depth differences between variants for
both probabilities of occurrence, 100-year and 500-year, equal 0.9 cm and 4.1 cm
respectively.
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Fig. 2. Manning’s n parameter incorporated into the model for variants A (left) and B (right).
Table 3. Hydraulic conditions obtained in models for 100- and 500-year water.

Parameter

Max depth water [m]
Mean depth water [m]

Max water area [m2]

100-year water
Variant
Difference
A and B
A
B
5.329
5.320
0.009
1.209
1.185
0.024
117616 116800
816

500-year water
Variant
Difference
A and B
A
B
5.785
5.744
0.041
1.322
1.274
0.048
217104 216032
1072

Fig. 3. Maximal flood zone for 100-year water in variant A (left) and B (right).
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Fig. 4. Maximal flood zone for 500-year water in variant A (left) and B (right).

5 Conclusions
In the paper, an attempt was made to verify the notion of significant impact of vegetation on
water damming during the transition of the flood wave. Acquired results do not indicate such
a big impact on water depth that would be derived with empirical computations –
ca. 0.5 m [19]. However, the authors cannot fully disagree with the thesis stating the
significant impact of vegetation. Tyminski in his research [19] used extreme water from the
1997 flood with the probability of occurrence p = 0.02% as boundary conditions. The impact
of vegetation stated in the paper, which increases together with the level of flow, can further
indicate that the greater the water, the bigger the impact of vegetation. Nevertheless, this
assumption cannot be accepted with certainty while based on two observations included
in this paper, and there is a need for further investigation with use of more observations. The
results can also be influenced by local conditions, which the authors could not eliminate.
A validation conducted on other river segments could increase the fairness of the research.
What is significant is that the paper proves the use of LIDAR data in the determination
of bathymetry and roughness is possible and the use of this data in 2D modelling allows
to evaluate the impact of vegetation on the transition of flood wave.
We thank the anonymous reviewer for their careful reading of our manuscript and their many insightful
comments. The study used software MIKE Powered by the DHI Software license student. The authors
want to thank DHI for making the MIKE FLOOD software available for the PhD thesis. The authors
also want to thank the Regional Board of Water Management in Wroclaw for providing hydraulic
models from the ISOK project. In this study we used LIDAR data from CODGiK (Central Center for
Geodetic and Cartographic Documentation) under licence No. DIO.7211.197.2016_PL_N.
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